
Over the years at gardenstead, we’ve experimented with so many
different varieties and these are a few that we’ve come to love!

Our Recommended Varieties

Shelling Peas
Little Marvel: dwarf variety
perfect for small-space, urban
or container gardeners

Green Arrow: resistant to
enation, downy mildew and
several other diseases, great
for beginners eager to prevent
any chance of disease

Radishes
French Breakfast: heirloom
variety with a mild, spicy flavor

Red Meat: mild flavor with a
smooth texture, and a bright,
pink core

Summer Squash

Tromboncino: has a light flavor
that you can use in a variety of
ways in the kitchen. It requires
a lot of climbing support

Eight Ball: are bushy plants that
grow dark green round fruits.
They have great flavor and are
low-maintenance

Tomatoes

Hakurei: have a mild flavour
and a short growing season of
35 days

Purple Prince: has a crisp flavor
and produces tasty turnip
greens as well

Hot Peppers
Witch Stick: low maintenance
with a sweet, unique flavor

Lemon Spice Jalapeño: prolific
plants that will provide you with
a large yield

Beans
Matilda: pole bean variety that
is very productive and will
produce all season long

Dragon Tongue: an heirloom,
bush bean variety that will
produce more as you harvest

Carrots
Paris Market: easy-growers
that are perfect for containers

Gold Nugget: produce uniform,
light yellow carrots and have a
tolerance against bolting

Eggplant

Rosa Bianca: heirloom variety
that has a mild flavor with no
bitterness

Piccolo: very productive plants
that have a long harvest
season

Kale

Lacinato: heirloom variety that
is frost-hardy and can grow
one meter tall

Dwarf Green Curled: heirloom
variety with a compact size
which is perfect for container
gardeners

Lettuce

Little Gem: heirloom variety
that produces mini, tasty
romaine heads

Buttercrunch: butterhead
variety that produce soft and
sweet leaves

Turnips

Black Krim: heirloom, beefsteak
variety with a juicy rich taste.
Indeterminate; which means it
will grow until killed by frost

Tiny Tim: cherry tomato variety
that can be grown in
containers

Cucumber
Marketmore: produce crisp
and sweet cucumbers ideal for
pickling

Cucamelon: heat-loving plant,
grows well in containers and
they look like mini watermelons


